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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Presiding Officer:
Recording Secretary:

FACULTY SENATE MEETING- November 29, 1995

Hugh Spall
Susan Tirotta

Meeting was called to order at 3: 10 p.m.

ROLLCALL
Senators:
Visitors:

All Senators or their Alternates were present except Blair, Caples, Cununings, Hawkins, Myers,
Perkins, Roth, Rubin, Saunders, Uebelacker and Wirth.
Clara Richardson, Gwen Chaplin, John Lasik, Carolyn Wells, Joanne Stevenson, Phyllis Weddington,
Barbara Radke, Sandra Oftedahl and James Pappas.

CHANGES TO AGENDA
Add two items to "Communications"
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
*MOTION NO. 3040 Sidney Nesselroad moved and Susan Donahoe seconded a motion to approve the minutes of the
November 1, 1995, Faculty Senate meeting as distributed. Motion passed.
COMMUNICATIONS
-I I/6/95 letter from David Majsterek, Faculty Senate Code Committee, requesting that Beverly Heckart, History, be
added to the membership of the Code Conunittee; see Chair's report below.
-11122/95 letter from Beverly Heckart, History, concerning the Degree Audit Reporting System Policy proposal and
curriculum policy proposals; referred to Academic Affairs and Curriculum Committees.
REPORTS
1.

CHAIR
"MOTION NO. 3041

Gerald Gunn moved and Walter Kaminski seconded a motion to replace Carol
Butterfield, Teacher Education Programs, with Dolores Osborn, AMBE, on the Faculty Senate Budget
Committee. Motion passed.

*****
• MOTION NO. 3042 Terry De Vietti moved and Katarin Jurich seconded a motion to add Beverly Heckart,
History, to the membership of the Faculty Senate Code Conunittee. Motion passed.

*****
-Chair Spall reminded the Senate that nominations for 1996-97 Distinguished Professor of the University
(categories: Teaching; Public Service; Research and Artistic Accomplishment) are due in the Senate Office
(Barge 409) no later than 5:00p.m., December I, 1995. He noted that the Senate Office has received very few
nominations to date, and he strongly encouraged active participation among the faculty. Supporting files for
nominations will be due by February I, 1996.
-The Chair reported that Deans' Council is discussing a 1996 Summer School fee proposal.
-A copy of a 10/30/95 memo from Representative Joyce Mulliken to the members of the Advisory Committee
on Higher Education (Mike Bigelow) is available for review in the Faculty Senate Office. Ibe memo concerns
"state support" for higher education and makes statements concerning collaboration between public and private
institutions of higher education, faculty contact hours, contracting out, and restructuring of university capital
and operating budgets.

2.

)

PRESIDENT
President Ivory Nelson distriputed copies of the Council of Presidents' (COP) 1996 Legislative Agenda
Guiding Principles; a 10/9/95 letter from Vice President for Business and Financial Affairs Courtney Jones to
Ms. Sue Crystal, Executive Coordinator of the Governor's Higher Education Task Force, concerning C. W. U.
student capacity; a I 0/10/95 draft of the University of Washington's proposed legislation to amend the 1994
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PRESIDENT, continued
State Ethics Law and related materials; and 11/21/95 COP minutes concerning the Washington Higher
Education Network (WHEN).
President Nelson explained that the concept of "service delivery areas" has been deleted by the Higher
Education Coordinating (HEC) Board. In response to this relaxation of restrictions, the state institutions of
higher education have agreed to jointly develop a distance education network with equal access. COP will
request approximately $20 million for the fust year implementation of WHEN, and approximately $10 million
for the second year.
WHEN would expand the capacity and locations served by the current "WHETS"
network, expand channel capacity from 28 to 90 digital channels, and provide enhanced interactive video or
computer classes, telephone, video conferencing, and reliable data transmission between established campuses
and under-served communities. In response to questions from Senators, the President stated that the removal
of "service area" restrictions should allow more opportunity for the state institutions to work together, but
C.W.U. does not intend to change its commitment and recruitment efforts in the Central Washington area.
The President reported that an optimal student capacity of 12,000 FTE for the Ellensburg campus has
been calculated. He explained that optimal capacity is based on what Central believes it can best accommodate
on the basis of overall program offerings, maintaining a high quality comprehensive-regional university with
essential student services the physical capabilities of the present campus (including potential sites for proposed
construction projects , student residence facilities and parking). and overall interaction with the local
community. He added that addition of faculty and staff will be based on actual student numbers rather than
projections.
President Nelson stated that the COP legislative agenda is based on guiding principles only, and no
particular legislation is so far being promoted. He also reminded Senators that all Board of Trustees' meetings
will be televised (channel 2) beginning on December 8, 1995.

3.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
-MOTION NO. 3043 Charles McGehee moved approval of an academic policy change concerrung
Application for Major, as follows:

APPLICATION FOR MAJOR
Students must declare a major prior to accumulating 100 credits [currently 110 credits is the level] .
B.
Students who have not declared a major prior to 100 credits will be given last registration priority
during pre-registration.
C.
Departments which have major requirements which prohibit declaring a major at 100 credits or sooner
must request pre-major codes from the Registrar's office and establish pre-major advising.
Application for Major (pg. 29, 1994-96 University Catalog)
"As a student progresses, identification with a major program of studies becomes more important to
effective advising. Students are required to apply for admission to the program in which they want to major.
Application forms are available in department offices. After completing the form , submit it to the department
office which administers the major.
Students who have earned -t-W--100 or more credits and who have not applied for majors will be giv.,n Ia 'I
regi tration priority during pre-registration flet: ee flSFFI'l:ittee lEi reg-ister l'ar e)eases I:IRlil l:Rey 8\:leRlil a l:lEIFA!JII:ll~EI
re J31:lfl: ef J3Fe majer a1:h•isiag te t:Re etliee ef !'fie regi s~FBr iaEiiee<iRg: ll'lat tfle)· AttYe eii!:le1:199el:l a majer with a
fa el:llty !tEh~ser. SttiEieAI9 wae RS\'8 8fiFH8Ei 13Q er ffiere ereeits will AS\ ee fJSffiliRee le F8!!;i9li:lf IHllil they
et~~n~il afl a~~Jeal fer eJ<Bef.lliBR 1e ae8elemie j:'leli&J'. Tl:!e llf!l~eal FAYSl BHf.lleiH way 8 st~:~EieAt llas Ret B)'JJ'llieel ~r
8 EBajer aR:EI FAI:Isl ee &f'flF9\'eel ~- tee Eleaf\ ef eeaa~Rlie ;;ep,·iees. Vaens ere availaele !Heugll aeaEieEBie
A.

seffiees i:A }.4.ttekell Hall."
[Attn: University Catalog editor - The Academic Affairs Committee recommends adding text to the
"Application for Major" section of the catalog which conveys this intent to students and others, but the
Committee does not recommend what that wording should be.]
Chair McGehee reported that the Academic Afiairs Committee reviewed a request from Meghan
Miller, Chair - Geology, and the Deans' Council to reconsider the present policy Cl)nceming at what point
C.W.U. requires students to declare a major. Although Dr. Miller recommended that students be required to
declare a major before completion of 90 credits, the Committee decided that lowering the application deadline
so drastically would create problems for transfer students. The Committee strongly supported the concept of
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3.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, continued
encouraging students to establish an "academic home" early in their program of study and recommended that
departments advise students to enter "pre-major" programs. Chair McGehee pointed out that earlier advising
and delineation of major goals should help address the legislature's concerns regarding time-to-degree and
access .
Vote was held on MOTION NO. 3043~ motion passed.

4.

CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
"M OTION NO. 3044 Clara Richardson moved approval of a catalog policy change concemmg
Major/Specialization/Emphasis, as follows:

HIERARCHICAL NAMING STRUCTURE OF MAJORS
l.

A university-wide renaming of the hierarchical naming system of majors using the following structure:

MAJOR
SPECIALIZATION (combines specializations, options , plans, concentrations,
emphases and tracks)

EMPHASIS (for those specializations that have a subset of courses from which
to choose)
Offer options only if the option is for internal use, i.e. it is not printed on the student's
transcript and has no effect on the major (an example is the option available to teaching majors) .
2.

Provide meaning to all specializations by giving them identifiable names. This name would appear
on the student's transcript as a specialization.

Chair Richardson explained that the DARS Policy Committee recommended the catalog renaming with
the following rationale:
Rationale:· "An analysis of the departments' programs in the catalog demonstrates that there is inconsistency
in the hierarchical naming structure of majors. In the most recent catalog there are 22 specializations, 35
options, four plans, 18 concentrations, two emphases and six tracks, not to mention the majors themselves .
However, the choice of vocabulary is arbitrary and does nothing to provide information on the program. Some
of the plans do not have explanatory titles (they are simply Plan A or 8 , I or II). ln order to provide consistency
and meaning to all programs offered by CWU, the DARS Policy Committee suggests the [change.]"
In response to questions from Senators, Registrar Carolyn Wells stated that the DARS Policy
Committee recommended a naming system used most often by other universities and understood by employers.
She explained that DARS (Degree Audit Reporting System) computerization requires that consistent and
meaningful terms be used throughout the system, but she assured Senators that this should not limit program
innovation or personalized studies in any way.
Vote was held on MOTION NO. 3044~ motion passed

•• * * •
*MOTION NO. 3045 Clara Richardson and Charles McGehee jointly moved approval of the Degree Audit
Reporting System (DARS) Policy Proposal, as follows:
DEGREE AUDIT REPORTING SYSTEM WARS) POLICY PROPOSAL
[Notation of whether a particular section was designated as primarily "academic" or "curricular" policy is noted
in the left column]
Academic Affairs

(

I.

Effective Fall Quarter 1996, the Official Electronic Catalog (OEC) will become the
University's compilation for all curriculum. The OEC will serve as the hasis for
major, minor, and program requirements for the degree audit system for that
academic year. The OEC will include all the changes which met the appropriate
deadlines for approval the previous ·ear. All catalog changes will be treated in the
same manner.

I
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CURRICULUM COMMITTEE. continuer!

Curriculum Committee

In order to included m the Fall Official Electronic Catalog, curriculum changes
must receive fmal approval no later than March I . 'The OEC will be frozen on
March 15.

Curriculum Committee

In the years when a "hardcopy catalog is produced, its publication will take place
immediately following the freezing of the OEC for that year. (The hardcopy
catalog will be available to the public approximately June 15. A print catalog based
on the OEC frozen for Fall 1998 would be dated 1998-2000.)

Academic Affairs

2.

Undergraduate catalogs are valid for five years . A student should expect to
complete General Education requirements as listed in the OEC current at the time
of first enrollment at either Central Washington University or a community college
in the Stale of Washington (provided he or she transfers directly to CWU from the
corrununity college and has not attended another four year institution) . The student
should also expect to meet the specific requirements of the departments for majors
and minors in the OEC current at the Lime he or she is accepted by the department
into the major or minor program.

Academic Affairs

3.

If the student does not enroll for two or more consecutive quarters at Central
Washington University (excluding summer), he or she will be required to reactivate
his or her major status . Reactivation must be done with the concurrence of the
department and in accordance with department and OEC requirements current at the
time of readmission.

Academic Affairs

4.

Department chairs will notifY students that they are bound by the major
requirements which became effective with the Fall OEC for the academic year in
which they are accepted into their major

Curriculum Committee

5.

With the Dean's approval, department chairs are free to activate reserve courses or
programs annually. A request for reinstatement must be submitted on <J
reinstatement f'onn to the Otlice of the Reg1strar stating the year the course or
program was put on reserve along \\ ith a copv of the approYed course or program
description to be re-entered into the nc·xt OEC . Courses and/or progr11ms mav be
held in reserve for a maximum of three academ1c years.

Curriculum Committee

6.

An eight year moratorium \\'ill be set on reusmg course numbers and names .

Academic Affairs

7.

1l1ese policies will be re\'Jevved bv the Faculty Senate Academ1c AtTairs Committee
the year following implementatillll.

In response to questions, members of the DARS Policy Committee stated that the proposed policy does
not effectively change the current catalog designation process for students regarding either the General
Education Program or declaration of major. The Registrar's Oflice is looking for ways to speed up the
curricular change process using the OEC, but each OEC version will remain available on-line for a minimum
of 5 years .
Senators questioned (section #5) why a Dean's approval should now be considered necessary to
activate reserve courses or programs, since such course/program offerings are very recent (held on reserve for
a maximum of three years), and current policy requires only department chair approval to remove curriculum
from reserve. It was pointed out that Deans are highly involved in curricular otTerings because they must be
accountable for funding and accreditation issues, and Deans are required to sign all quarter]~· schedules of
course olTcrings as well as all proposals for curricular change. Several Senators argued that, although final
curricular approval rests at the administrative level. responsibility for basic curricular recommendations and
decision-making should remmn at the faculty and departmental levels
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CURRICULUM COMMITTEE, continued
• MOTION AMENDMENT NO. 3045A Gerald Gunn moved and Carolyn Schactler seconded an amendment
to change proposal section #5 as follows:
5.
Wii:A Ute Deae's Bfi1flFB\18l, &Department chairs are free to activate reserve courses or programs annually
... [rest of paragraph remains the same] .
MOTION AMENDMENT NO. 3045A passed (13 yes, 5 no, 7 abstentions). ·
Vote was held on MOTION NO. 3045; motion passed as amended by MOTION AMENDMENT NO.
3045A.

• ••••
Chair Clara Richardson stated that several changes would be necessary in the Curriculum Planning
and Procedures guide as a result of the motions approved today.
•MOTION NO. 3046 Clara Richardson moved approval of the following changes to the Curriculum Planning
and Procedures guide:
Ckneral Principles [page 3, paragraph 1]
Effective fall quarter 1996. the Official Electronic Catalog is the University's authoritative compilation for all
curriculum.

All course and program changes, additions and deletions will be considered in terms of their effect upon the
academic mission ...

•••••

PROCEDURES FOR CURRICULUM CHANGE [pages S-6]
5.

fA FRest eases, el:!aeges ere iFR~IaFReetee at tfle eegiRFtiRg ef ll:!e Etl:IARer aAer Bf'J)3Fe\'Bi.
Curriculum changes may be implemented as follows: (a) in cases requiring Senate approval, as soon
as they appear in the published minutes of the Senate, unless approval of the Board of Trustees and
the Higher Education Coordinating Board is required, or (b) in all other cases, on the Proposed
Approval Date as indicated on the Curriculum Summary Log (provided no objections have been
made).
Changes must be implemented no later than their publication in the public document appropriate to
the action. Examples of such documents are the fiiMieei UeiveF!iil)' Ca~aleg lfla eleeH=ea:ie ealflleg,
Official Electronic Catalog. the quarterly Class Schedule, and the course change sheet distributed at
registration. 'These publications shall reflect changes at the earliest opportunity
Curriculum policy changes shall not be applied retroactively.

6.

In order for changes to be incorporated into the upeerniRg uRi,•ersi~· ealflleg Fa ll Oflicial Electronic
Catalog, approved proposals must reach the Dean of Graduate Studies and Research or the Registrar
by 18Bl:I8F)' 15
LRe year efj31c!SlieatieR March 15 .

er

•••••
)
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CURRlCULUM COMMITTEE, continued
Guidelines for Writing Program and Course Descriptiom for the University Catalog [pg. 6]
The 'following_ structure is used for naming mnj~1rs :
MAJOR
SPECIALIZATION
EMPHASIS
Options are used onlv for internal use, not printed on the student's .transcript, and have no cfl'ect on the major.

All speci.alizalions and emphases should have names which havt' meaning, to persons readjng, the st\ldent's

transcript.
~The

following guidelines arc used with curriculum transmittal forms ...

*****
CURRICULUM RULES [pages 7-8]
1.

Course numbering system:
Year
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Graduate

Initial digit
100 thJQtlgA 1991
2\)QtllJOI'.IgR 299 2
:HJG ti!re1:1gh 399 3
o! QO ll<we1:1gh 1()9 .±
500 lkreugfl 7(;1{1 5. 6, 7

Courses should be numbered according to common tielJs of interest (i.e., Literature, Bird Study, Tests
and Measurements. etc). Ad\·anced courses shouiJ have the same last tvvo numbers as beginning
courses. Sequence wurses cm·ering allied subJeCt matter sht1uld be numbered sequentially.
Course numbers are usually 3 digits . Howc\'er. when nccessan for logical ordering. a fourth digit
mn\' bc.added, ·C. P,., BTSC 3771. BISC ~772
TI1e basic numbering system, both us it applies to the institution as a whole and to the grouping within
subJeCt fields. should be followed:

Second and third digits
eRAiRg in 01 to 09
£efi:iAg l:n 10 to 89
EAaiAg

in9o

eAaiRg iR 91
BA~g ift 92 to 95

f:Rai:ll:g if! 98

eRaiAg iA 99

Description
Introduction to Broad Areas
Regular Department Courses
Cooperative Education
Workshops
Professional Laboratory Experiences, Practica, and Field
Experience
lndindual Studv . 1-6 credits . Mav be repeated if subject is
ditlcrent.
l lonors . 1-12 credits. Prerequisite. admission to
department honors program .
Special Topics. 1-6 credits .
Seminar. 1-5 credits. May be repeated if subject is
difTcrenl.

.(J.
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Courses for which credit will not be counted toward degree
requirements.
Professional Development. 1-5 credits, which will not be counted
toward degree or certificate requirements.
Thesis, Project and/or Examination. 1-6 credits .

Course No. 100
Course No. 500
Course No. 700

An eight (8) year a t;>.ve yMr moratorium exists on course numbers. (Course numbers may not be reused within
a t•Ne )'illlf an eight-year period after they have been deleted.)
2.

Lower and upper-division courses (IQG le 4QQ le•,·el eel:tf989 initia l digit, 1.2.3.4)

3.

Graduate courses

9.

Workshops, Special Topics, Seminars (see Appendix C)

(e~eea

BI:IEAeereEI SQQ te 7QQ initial digit 5.6.7) ...

•••••

Workshops ( -91) are non-lecture courses which require students to research, develop, present, and
discuss projects and ideas. No more than eight credits can be applied to a master's program. Usually
grade S/U.
Special Topics (-98) are courses offered on a trial basis and must meet standards applied to regular
courses.
Seminars (-99) are courses in which students meet to report on and discuss research.
Courses offered as (-91), (-98). and (-99) are temporary offerings. Thee numbers are used to describe
courses offered on an "experimental" bnsi . for topical issues. and for "niche markets ." Special toptcs
and seminars may be converted to regular offerings with regular (10 to 89) numbers, if desired.
Course proposals for workshops, special topics and seminars should be submitted on the proposal form
for approval by the appropriate individuals as identified on the form (Appendix C). After fmal
approval, the course may be offered for a period of three years. Any subsequent offerings must be as
a regular course, approved through the established curriculum process .

•••••

.1..§.:.

Reserve courses [page 15 - new section]
Courses/programs are- put on reserve when thev are not regularlv scheduled course oftenngs. Reasons
for placina courses on reserve could include tempornrv taffing chanl!es. anticipated accreditation
changes. etc.
Courses or programs can remain on reserve for three (3) vears. After three years. th :v will be
automaticall'v deleted without special permission through the appropnate Chair to extend lhe reserve
status. Courses ca.n be taken off reserve b1· filing a reserve reinstatement form wnh the Office of the
Registrar.
Chair Richardson answered questions concerning -91, -98 and -99 "temporary offerings ."
She explained that the addition to the guide ("Curriculum Rules", section #9) is only a clarification
of existing policy, and departments have had difficulty understanding and utilizing the Special Topics
(-98) and Seminar (-99) designations. She stated that Special Topics (-98) are unique, one-time-only
course offerings with individual titles, and although a department may offer multiple Special Topics
courses, a new form with a unique title must be submitted for each -98 offering. She reCl)mmended
that regular, continuous offerings, such as "Senior Seminar," be offered under the I 0 to 89 numbering
system
Vote was held on MOTION NO. 3046; motion passed.

5.

BUDGET COMMITTEE
No report
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6.

CODE COMMITTEE
No report

7.

PERSONNEL COMMITTEE
No report

8.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Member Ken Gamon reported that the Committee is developing a survey device to discover
what each department does particularly well. The Committee plans to work with the Advancement
area concerning strategies for publicizing the university's strengths .

OLD BUSINESS
None
NEW BUSINESS
Senator Ken Garnon, Math, reported that the Eastern Washington University collective bargaining group is
willing to address the C.W.U. Faculty Senate "one year later" concerning the strong points and shortcomings of
collective bargaining at E.W.U. He asked that the Senate conduct a straw poll to ascertain whether or not it would like
to hear such a presentation. A straw poll was conducted, with the Senate voting to invite the E.W.U. group to make a
presentation at a regularly scheduled Faculty Senate meeting in 1996 (referred to Executive Committee).
ADJOURNMENT
Meeting adjourned at 4:50p.m.

* * * NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: January 10, 1996 * * *

-8-

FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING
3:10p.m., Wednesday, November 29,1995
SUB 204-205
I.

ROLLCALL

II.

CHANGES TO AGENDA

III.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES: November 1, 1995

IV.

COMMUNICATIONS

V.

REPORTS
1.

CHAIR
-MOTION: Faculty Senate Budget Committee: Dolores Osborn, BEAM, replaces
Carol Butterfield, Teacher Education Programs

2.

PRESIDENT

3.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - Charles McGehee, Chair
-MOTION: DARS Policy Proposal [joint presentation with Curriculum Committee]
-MOTION: Early Declaration of Major Proposal

4.

BUDGET COMMITTEE -Don Cocheba, Chair

5.

CODE COMMITTEE

6.

CURRICULUM COMMITTEE - Clara Richardson, Chair
-MOTION: Catalog Recommendation re. Major /Specialization/Emphasis
-MOTION: Curriculum Planning & Procedures Guide

7.

PERSONNEL COMMITTEE - Rex Wirth, Chair

8.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE- Bobby Cummings, Chair

VI.

OLD BUSINESS

VII.

NEW BUSINESS

VIII. ADJOURNMENT
***NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: January 10, 1996 ***

F.t\CULTY SENATE MEETING
Agenda- November 29, 1995

Page2

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS & CURRICULUM COMMITTEES
DEGREE AUDIT REPORTING SYSTEM (DARS) POLICY PROPOSAL

On October 19, 1995, the Faculty Senate Academic Affairs and Curriculum Committees met
jointly with the Registrar to review the DARS (Degree Audit and Reporting System) Policy
Committee proposal dated October 5, 1995 and to make recommendations. Notation of whether
a particular section was designated as primarily "academic" or "curricular" policy is noted in the
left column:
Academic Affairs

1.

Effective Fall Quarter 1996, the Official Electronic Catalog (OEC)
will become the University's compilation for all curriculum. The
OEC will serve as the basis for major, minor, and program
requirements for the degree audit system for that academic year.
The OEC will include all the changes which met the appropriate
deadlines for approval the previous year. All catalog changes will
be treated in the same manner.
In order to included in the Fall Official Electronic Catalog,

Curriculum Committee

curriculum changes must receive final approval no later than
March 1. The OEC will be frozen on March 15.
In the years when a "hardcopy catalog is produced, its publication

Curriculum Committee

will take place immediately following the freezing of the OEC for
that year. (The hardcopy catalog will be available to the public
approximately June 15. A print catalog based on the OEC frozen
for Fall1998 would be dated 1998-2000.)
Academic Affairs

2.

Undergraduate catalogs are valid for five years. A student should
expect to complete General Education requirements as listed in the
OEC current at the time of first enrollment at either Central
Washington University or a community college in the State of
Washington (provided he or she transfers directly to CWU from
the community college and has not attended another four year
institution). The student should also expect to meet the specific
requirements of the departments for majors and minors in the OEC
current at the time he or she is accepted by the department into the
.
.
maJor or mmor program.

Academic Affairs

3.

If the student does not enroll for two or more consecutive quarters
at Central Washington University (excluding summer), he or she
will be required to reactivate his or her major status. Reactivation
must be done with the concurrence of the department and in
accordance with department and OEC requirements current at the
time of readmission.

FACULTY SENATE MEETING
Agenda- November 29, 1995

Page3

Academic Affairs

4.

Department chairs will notify students that they are bound by the
major requirements which became effective with the Fall OEC for
the academic year in which they are accepted into their major.

Curriculum Committee

5.

With the Dean's approval, department chairs are free to activate
reserve courses or programs annually. A request for reinstatement
must be submitted on a reinStatement form to the Office of the
Registrar stating the year the course or program was put on reserve
along with a copy of the approved course or program description to
be re-entered into the next OEC. Courses and/or programs may be
held in reserve for a maximum of three academic years.

Curriculum Committee

6.

An eight year moratorium will be set on reusing course numbers
and names.

Academic Affairs

7.

These policies will be reviewed by the Faculty Senate Academic
Affairs Committee the year following implementation.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMJTIEE
After due consideration of a request by Meghan Miller, Chair, Geology, the Faculty Senate
Academic Affairs Committee recommends the following academic policy change:
M OTION- APPLICATION FOR MAJOR :
A.
Students must declare a major prior to accumulating 100 credits [currently 110 credits is
the level].
B.
Students who have not declared a major prior to 100 credits will be given last registration
priority during pre-registration.
C.
Departments which have major requirements which prohibit declaring a major at 100
credits or sooner must request pre-major codes from the Registrar's office and establish
pre-major advising. [Attn: University Catalog editor- The Academic Affairs Committee
recommends adding text to the "Application for Major" section of the catalog which
conveys this intent to students and others, but the Committee does not recommend what
that wording should be]

Applicationfor Major (pg. 29, 1994-96 University Catalog)
"As a student progresses, identification with a major program of studies becomes more
important to effective advising. Students are required to apply for admission to the program in
which they want to major. Application forms are available in department offices. After
completing the form, submit it to the department office which administers the major.
Students who have earned -H-G-1 00 or more credits and who have not applied for majors
will be given last registration priority during pre-registrati0n ROt Be permittee te register fer
elesses tlfltil they sabmit a eemp1ete8 report of pre major aa•f'ising te th,e efftee of the registrftf
iHclieatiRg that they have 8.iseassed a major with a ffiettlty ftdviser. Stttde!Hs wfie have ettffled
l30 er JHere ereeits will aet 'be permi*a te register l:lfttH they sMemi.t an ~eal fer 6*eef'tleft te
aeademie poltey. The appea! ffit:ISt ~laffi '+'+<By 8: sftlaest bas BOt applies for a: major aaa JmtSt BO
approved by the deaa ef aeademie servte.es. FeHM are ft:'rai:laele tftr&ttgh aeademie serviees itt
MiteheH HaH."
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CURRICULUM COMMITIEE
MAJOR/SPECIALIZATION/EMPHASIS
"An analysis of the departments' programs in the catalog demonstrates that there
Rationale:
is inconsistency in the hierarchical naming structure of majors. In the most recent
catalog there are 22 specializations, 35 options, four plans, 18 concentrations, two
emphases and six tracks, not to mention the majors themselves. However, the
choice of vocabulary is arbitrary and does nothing to provide information on the
program. Some of the plans do not have explanatory titles (they are simply Plan
A orB, I or ll). In order to provide con.Sistency and meaning to all programs
offered by CWU, the DARS Policy Committee suggests the following:"
MOTION: CATALOG RECOMMENDATIONThe Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee recommends:
1.
A university-wide renaming of the hierarchical naming system of majors using the
following structure:
MAJOR
SPECIALIZATION (combines specializations, options, plans, concentrations,
emphases and tracks)
EMPHASIS (for those specializations that have a subset of courses from which
to choose)
Offer options only if the option is for internal use, i.e. it is not printed on the student's
transcript and has no effect on the major (an example is the option available to teaching
majors).
2.

Provide meaning to all specializations by giving them identifiable names. This name·
would appear on the student's transcript as a specialization.

*****
CURRICULUM COMMITIEE
CURRICULUM POLICIES & PROCEDURES GUIDE [Note: these changes are required in
order to implement the DARS Policy proposal into the guide]:
General P rinciples [page 3, paragraph 1]

Effective fall quarter 1996, the Official Electronic Catalog is the University's authoritative cempilation for all
curriculum.
All course and program changes, additions and deletions will be considered in terms of their effect upon the
academic mission...

•••••
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PROCEDURES FOR CURRICULUM CHANGE [pages 5-6]

5.

IB meet ea8e8, eh8Bge8 are implemeatetl at the ee~g ef ~e Et9ftf1e,r after Bf3J3E&Val
Curriculum changes may be implemented as follows: (a) in cases requiring Senate approval, as ~oon as
they appear in the published minutes of the Senate, unless approval of the Board of Trustees and the Higher
Education Coordinating Board is required, or (b) in all other cases, on the Proposed Approval Date as
indicated on the Curriculum SUIIlJD8I}' Log (provided no objections have been made).
Changes must be implemented no later than their publication in the public document appropriate to the
action. Examples of such documents are the pristee lJai.veFeity (;a~eg. 1:he eleelteBle ea~eg, Official
Electronic Catalog. the quarterly Class Schedule, and the course change sheet distributed at registration.
These publications shall reflect changes at the earliest opportunity.
Curriculum policy changes shall not be applied retroactively.

6.

In order for changes to be incorporated into the apeeatieg IHH~ity ea'te.leg Fall Official Electronic
Catalog, approved proposals must reach the Dean of Graduate Studies and Research or the Registrar by
JeB~:~aey 15 efthe year efp.1:1eliea~e March 15.

•••••
Guldelines for Writing Program and Course Descriptions for the University Catalog [pg. 6]

The following structure is used for naming majors:
MAJOR
SPECIALIZATION
EMPHASIS
Options are used only for internal use. not printed on the student's transoripl and have no effect on the major.
All specializations and emphases should have names which have meaning to persons reading the student's tra.nscript.
+Bee& The following guidelines are used with curriculum transmittal forms .. .

•••••
CURRICULUM RULES [pages 7-8]

1.

Course numbering system:
Year
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Graduate

Initial digit
1QQ thraagll 199 1
2QQ thraagfi 299 .f.
~QQ ~el:lgli ~%13

4QQ
5QQ

~e~gh
~91:1gB

·499 4
?QQ ~

Courses should be numbered according to common fields of interest (i.e., Literature, Bird Study, Tests and
Measurements, etc.). Advanced courses should have the same last two numbers as beginning courses.
Sequence courses covering allied subject matter should be numbered sequentially.
Course numbers are usually 3 digits. However, when necessary for logical ordering. a fow:th digit may be
added. e.g .. BISC 3771. BISC 3772.

FACULTY SENATE MEETING
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The basic numbering system, both as it applies to the institution as a whole and to the grouping within
subject fields, should be followed:
.Second and third digits
"RBEiiRg iB 01 to 09
&affi.g iB 10 to 89
&aiBgin 90
"RBaiBg iB 91
"RBamg iB 92 to 95

"RBEHRg ift 97
&aiHgiB 98
&aHl:giB99
Course No. 100
Course No. 500

Course No. 700

Description
Introduction to Broad Areas
Regular Department Courses
Cooperative Education
Workshops
Professional Laboratory Experiences, Practica, and
Field Experience
Individual Study. 1-6 credits. May be repeated if
subject is different.
Honors. 1-12 credits. Prerequisite, admission to
department honors program.
Special Topics. 1-6 credits.
Seminar. 1-5 credits. May be repeated if subject is
different.
Courses for which credit will not be counted toward
degree requirements.
Professional Development. 1-5 credits, which will
not be counted toward degree or certificate
requirements.
Thesis, Project and/or Examination. 1-6 credits.

An eight (8) year a Pb'e ye91 moratorium exists on course numbers. (Course numbers may not be reused within &
Wle )'eM' an eight-year period after they have been deleted.)
~lQQ

te 4QQ le.,el eEM:tfllee initial digit, 1.2.3,4) ...

2.

Lower and upper-division courses

3.

Graduate courses (eew-ae9 Bl!fft~r.a8 5QQ te '7QQ initial digit 5,6,7} ...

9.

Workshops, Special Topics, Seminars (see Appendix C)

•••••

Workshops (-91) are non-lecture courses which require students to research, develop, present, and discuss
projects and ideas. No more than eight credits can be applied to a master's program. Usually grade S/lJ.
Special Topics (-98) are courses offered on a trial basis and must meet standards applied to regular courses.
Seminars (-99) are courses in which students meet to report on and discuss research.
Courses offered as C-9D. (-98), and' (-99) are temporary offerings. These numbers are used to describe
courses offered on an ''experimental" basis; for topical issues; and for "niche markets." Speoial topics and
seminars may be converted to regular.offerings with regular (1 0 to 89) numbers, if desired.
Course proposals for workshops, special topics and seminars should be submitted on the proposal form for
approval by the appropriate individuals as identified on the form (Appendix C). After final approval, the
course may be offered for a period of three years. Any subsequent offerings must be as a regular course,
approved through the established curriculum process .

•••••

!§...

Reserve courses [page 15- new section]
Courses/programs are put on reserve when they are not regularly scheduled course offerings. Reasons· for

placing coW"Ses on reserve could include temoorary staffing changes, anticipated accreditation changes, etc.
Courses or pragrams can remain on reserve for three (3) years . After three years, they will be automatica11v
deleted without sp¢cial permission ihrougb the aoorooriate Dean to e:dend the reserve status. Courses can
be taken off reserve by filing a reserve reinstatement form w ith the Office of the Registrar.
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VISITOR SIGN-IN SHEET

Please sign your name and return sheet to Faculty Senate secretary directly after
the meeting. Thank you.

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Department of History

RECEIVED

NOV 2 7 1995
CL'VtJ fACUUY SENATE

November 22, 1995
Mr. Hugh Spall, Chair
Faculty Senate
Campus--7509
Dear Hugh,
Although this letter is addressed to you, it really concerns the
proposals of the Academic Affairs and Curriculum Committees that
will presented to the Senate on November 29, 1995.
********~********

First on my list is a response to the Degree Audit Reporting
system Policy Proposal. If I understand the proposal correctly,
the Electronic catalogue will replace the printed catalogue as
the official version of the requirements for the major, minor and
"programs" (whatever is meant by that word).
While I understand
that the university would enjoy the convenience of relying on the
electronic medium, such reliance will cause confusion, not only
among students, but among the faculty.
What will be the official catalogue year governing the
requirements for any given student? Currently, the printed
catalogue for the year of a student's entry into the university
governs the requirements for hisjher progress toward graduation.
Will that practice continue to be the case? If so, what is the
purpose of the official electronic catalogue? Will catalogues
for multiple years be available on the electronic medium?
Another part of the proposal will require students to reactivate
their major status if they do not enroll at CWU for two or more
consecutive quarters. What will such reactivation involve?
Moreover, such reactivation will require the concurrence of the
department, thus placing an additional load on already
overburdened departments. What kind of deluge can we expect?
How many students currently drop out for two or more consecutive
quarters?
Talking about overburdened departments, the proposal foresees
that department chairs will notify students that they are bound
by the major requirements that became effective with the Fall
400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg, WA 98926-7553 • 509-963-1655
EEO/ANTITLE IX INSTITUTION • TDD 509-963-3323
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OEC. Why should this job fall to the department chairs (and
their office staff)? It seems to me that this job properly
belongs to the registrar. Moreover this particular part of the
proposal indicates that the requirements for any given cohort of
students could constantly change, thus guaranteeing the confusion
mentioned in one of the above paragraphs.
As for part five of the proposal, do reserve courses still exist?
Recently, departments received instructions from their deans to
purge the catalogue of all reserve courses. We had to decide
which we wanted to keep in the regular catalogue and which we
wanted to delete altogether. Is this situation another case of
the right hand not knowing what the left hand is doing at CWU?
It seems to me that this particular proposal, particularly as it
affects requirements for students needs a lot more thought. As
it stands, it promises to become an administrative nightmare for
departments.

*****************
My second concern involves the proposal concerning the
application for the major. The problem arises in the advising of
transfer students. Transfer students flounder as much as native
students when it comes to choosing a major, and some of them have
a great many credits when they arrive.
It is very hard
sometimes to find classes for them as sophomores and juniors
(Remember, they register on the final days of registration.), let
alone imposing the punishment that they come at the end of the
line because they have accumulated more than the magic number of
100 credits and have not yet decided on a major. That amount of
credits would force many students having an A.A. degree to choose
a major in their very first quarter. Given the present
administration of advising, that is almost impossible to do in
any meaningful way.
Why not just leave well enough alone and avoid further
administrative problems in the long term? Rather than having all
departments dance to the tune of a few, why not have the few
departments where early declaration of a major is important
devise ways to persuade students to do so? Why not list those
departments in the appropriate section of the catalogue?

******************
The last two items on my list concern the proposals of the
curriculum committee at the end of the agenda. For the
objections to the electronic catalogue as authoritative, see the
first section of this letter.
As for the curriculum rules, I
have no objection to this change on substantive grounds, but I
fail to see how it clarifies matters. There needs to be a

.

..
Hugh Spall
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paragraph explaining the numbering system in advance of the
introduction of the initial and subsequent digits rather than
including such a paragraph afterwards. I recommend remanding
this proposal to the curriculum committee for more editing.
Respectfully yours,

~ ){{J~
Beverly
Chair
cc.

ckart

harles McGehee, Chair, Academic Affairs Committee
Clara Richardson, Chair, Curriculum Committee
Karen Blair, Faculty Senator, History Department

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Department of Education

RECEIVED

NOV 2 2 1995
To:
Faculty seAte Executive Committee
From: M ajsterek l}-/
Re: Adding a member to the Code Committee
Date: 6 November 1995
I

CWU FACUlTY SENATE

The code committee met in mid October and there was a unanimous
decision to request Dr. Beverly Heckert, former member and chair of the
committee, to return to office and continue in the capacity of chair of the
committee through the coming academic year. Dr. Heckart has agreed to
participate in this important committee; the membership welcomes her
expertise and guidance as we address some important issues affecting the
Faculty Code (e.g., ethical standards).
It is our understanding that "no fewer than five people" can serve on this
committee and the extension to a sixth person is consonant with existing
Central Washington University policy. Please consider this /uest at
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

"Let's Communicate!"

Ivory V. Nelson, President

Barge 314 • 400 E. 8th Avenue
Ellensburg, WA 98926-7501
S09-963-2111• SCAN 453-2111
Please Route To:

)l ~~J&L~.t.y

0-------------------

0
0
0
0
0
0

PLEASE ANSWER
Your signature
CCtome
Prepare rough draft for me
Prepare answer for us to co-sign
Prepare answer for my signature

0 FOR YOUR ACTION
0 Please follow up
0 Prepare keep me posted
0 Action requested by:
0
0
0
0

For your approval
Supply info and return
Please return with your evaluation

0
0
0
0
0
0

LET'S DISCUSS
Please phone me
Let's meet Time:
Please advise me on action to be taken
Please review for accuracy
If inaccurate report inaccuracies to:

~FOR YOUR INFORMATION
0
0
0

Please return to me

0

For your files. Send to:

Please return for filing
Need not return

0

Refer or delegate to others

0

Library

0

RETURNED WITH THANKS

State of
Washington
House of
Representatives

STATE REPRESENTATIVE
l}ch DISTRICT

JOYCE MULLIKEN

(j

HIGHER EDUCATION

FINANCE
GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

RECEIVED

NOV
MEMORANDUM
DATE:

October 30, 1995

TO:

Members: Advisory Committee on Higher Education
c/o: Mike Bigelow

FROM:

Representative Joyce Mulliken

RE:

"State Support" for Higher Education

It 1995

P.RESIOENT'S OFFtCE

At the October 1Oth meeting the subject of "State Support" was discussed. I wanted
to take this opportunity to share with the members of the committee some of the
innovative techniques which are being used in higher education today, to coordinate
the resources of the Colleges and Universities in Washington, in order to expand
access and availability for the people of this state.
As Chair of the Higher Education Subcommittee on Public/Private Cooperation I have
seen numerous examples throughout the state of collaboration between public and
private institutions of higher education.
In my own district we have seen Big Bend Community College bring Heritage College,
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, and Washington State University onto the
campus to offer Bachelor's Degree programs to their students.
Big Bend Community College provides office space, classroom space, and printing
facilities for Heritage College, and does not charge rent. In return Heritage has
updated Big Bend's library to accommodate a Bachelor's Degree program. Students
attending Heritage College at Big Bend also receive a 10% discount on the cost of
tuition. Many students attend both schools at the same time. I have enclosed more
information on this unique partnership.
washington State University also offers Bachelor's Degree programs at Big Ben~. and
throughout the state, via its "Extended Degree Program". This leading-edge program
allows students to attend college at their homes or other down-link sites throughout
the state. To quote their own material on this subject, "with this program,
LEGISL.HI\'E OFFICE

40S JOHN L O'BRIEN BUILDING. PO BOX ~0600. OLYMPIA. WA 9SS04·0600 • (3601 786-7808
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WSU is addressing critical needs of access and equity."
The industrial, business and education resources of the Spokane region coli~ borate
. for regional and economic growth through the Spokane Intercollegiate Research and
Technology lnstitute(SIRTI). Yet another example of combining public and private
resources to advance the educational needs of Washington. Participating institutions
include WSU, E'NU, Gonzaga, VVhitworth and the Community Colleges of
Spokane( Enclosure).
The State also provides funds for the Joint Center for Higher Education {JCHE) in
Spokane. This Center provides classroom space in Spokane for students from WSU,
E'NU and 'Nhitworth(Enclosure).
Eastern Washington University is also coordinating with WSU, Gonzaga and
'V\Ihitworth to offer the Intercollegiate Nursing School in Spokane.
1 believe that these are the types of programs and options we should be discussing in
looking for new Vf.ffi..S to bring Higher Education into the 21st century, rather than
simply focussing on increasing or protecting state dollars allocated to Higher
Education.
1 was disappointed when I heard that there was no serious discussion of the type of
programs listed above.
I would like to see an in-depth discussion of increasing the number of contad hours
~· \
/ _for the professors. It is also time for Higher Education educators and administrators to
\ 1 demand contracting out to allowed. The...rurrent .s~t~m bars this option and wastes
countless state dollars on maintenance and o eration costs which could be put to
better use e uca 1ng our students.
Further options, like restructuring the capital and operating budgets for a University to
more effectively manage the taxpayers money, should be discussed. It appears
·
University's are building and planning projects sim I to roted their funding level from
e1ng cu . e aps 1 s me o oo a changing the way dollars are allocated from
year to ~ear, or cons1der Die option of combining the two budgets to form o~.
There are many options beyond simply finding a way to get out from under 1~01. or \\
\\ increase state tund1ng . . Although tho~e options. deserve m.ention, and discuss1on, tfie
. scope of our conversation must be Widened to 1nc!ude opt1ons from both sides of the
spectrum. The Governor's Task Force deserves to have the best information possible,
regardless of whether or not members of the Advisory Committee agree with it
personally.
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Coopenli.01 ud oo~adon should bo c:ncounacd 1nd mppa1Cd amonc lho si1 public baccalaumaiD inslitudons, other sectors of higher edumion, and
lhe K- Jl aeaor, Co explore new ways and lcchaoloaiea lo deliver appropriale programs and nvice.s.
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deomlralizcd governance model.
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Terry Teale, Executive Director

Joint ~eqislati~e Request Discussion
Minutes: Noqember 21, 1995

P:-esent for the meetinq vere Larry DeLorme, Al Frod.ercerg,

Jack Cooley, and. Jezry Boles of 'W&ro; Ivory Nel.son, Courtney
Jones; Tom Moo:t;e, Martha L1lld.ley, and. Bill Craiq of CWU; Jane

Jervis, Lea Xcemann, Barbara Smith,

an4 Steve

Tro~~er

of +ESC;

S~ Smith, I.any Ganfiers, J'ohn Gray, ana .Dennis B.aa.rsagel:' ·. of WSU;
Sherry Burkey, E're<1 Campbell, Ran Johnson, Craig Purkey, and. Dick
Lorenzen ot OW; Cincly E'lynn of COP;- George Durrie and Mik~
·
Stewa.rt o.f EWO' partic:i.pa.teci by spe&Jcer phone. President Nelson

chaired. the meeting.

the tollowins

decis~ons

were reached:

•

Each inseitution agreed to the
equal acces$.

•

The provosts were designated as the goveznors of the netvo~k
wi~· eseablish policies ana p~ocedure$ ~or network
·
operation.

~avelopment

cf

a

netwo~k

with

and

~e

·•

provosts

we~e

aaked to complete ·the proposal bafc:e

November 30. !he proposal should include a governance
structure, discussion of the impact of the project on
access, buclgets,. technic;al sr.ru~ture, and should look at the
po5sibility of phased implementation.

•

The provosts were ·asked to ~onvene the appropriate personnel
to develop the netvo:k's t~chnical features, thereby
informinq the provosts' discussions on gove~ce an~

structure.

will be WHEN (Washington Bl;her

•

The name of ~e project
Educa~ion Netw~rkl •

•

The reque•t level :or the :first year will l)e approxU\ately

$20

~llion,

with an

the second. yaar.

To

~~lemsnt

these

appr9ximate~y

~ecisions,

SlO

~llicn

reqUest ror
;

the provosts asked the .

technical personnel eo meet at 9:00 on Monclay, Nov·am])er 27, at
CWU's SeaTac campus to develop project alt~acives. The.
p:ovoat$ a~~eed to meat at 1:00 on. that aay, in that location, to
ga.the:z: th• infomation developed. in· the morning and. to !arm theizproposal.. 'the proposal will be· read.y tor U1e maeei.ng Mike
Bige~ow has called. for NoveD!bar 30 at 5·: 00 ~ at . OiM.
·
...t\,110f\alh1GlU1.JS

504 E. 14lh Ave., Suite 110

P.O. Box 40932
Olympia WA

·9·sso4.o932
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Washington mper Education Network (WHEN)
1be state's sa tour-year public institutiO..S, in partnership witla iDdiYidual c:emmunity c:aUea•, prupoH
the capacit;y aad lba locations sened b;y tbe current "WHEI'S" network to form a WubiDaton
~aratioa
Network. This prnposal wiU apud channel c:a.,_city on miuowa"e aud fiber optic lillks fnm ll dilital channels to JO

Sum11W'J':

m.a-

apa~~dina

digital rh.wnnets Uli"' a ta:lulolo17 caUed •SyndJronous Optical Network• or SONET. It wiD pro'ride apanded iatendiYe
Yideo or computer classes, telephone, Yideo conlerenciq. ud reliable data tniumiuion between elablished campiiSCI and
Wlder111'Ved communities.

Washington Higher Education Network

(WHEN)

p

.

-·

Spolcanc

---• ;Ellcnsburs
-

if,

Wenatchee

Qcncy

'

'

\

Pullm•~e

_... .......

...

Prosser

---

d ' e- "" .......

- • - ... 'Tri,.._·illil·_ _ _ __.

_,

Features of the Proposed System
1. IDtenctiYe -video da..s. Since the 1980s, lhe Wubingtoa Higher Educatioa TdccoiZimllllicoatio System (WHETS) hu
provided two-way iotcnctive video classe~ to multiple locacioas simuhaaeow;ly across the state. for iD.starM;e, a profeuor c:aD teach
an upper-division class at WasbiugiQll State Ulli'Ver1ity's Pullman class while sim&altaaeously ICIChing cJauca to studeull iD
"electronic classrooms" at Wenatdlee Valley College, WSU Vancouver, or the Spokaae IDtercollegiate Research and Teclmology
IDstitut~.

l1U1 proposal will add &ervic:a tO additiooallOC&lioDS lAd e.lp&11d lei'Vicel to WiWlJ locatiODI U DIW cluuooms are added.
"Placobouad" studeal&, snadeut.s who fmd it impossible to leave dacir family or hom& ro J:O to school. will have aruter accu.s to
upper-division col.lrlel.
l. Reliable data tnmsmission. This proposal has backup features md will create a reliable "seJf-healiDg double loop" for higher
educ:ali011 wecommUDic:atioas. This resuhs in the ability 10 provide ncar-100 pacem reliability ill daliveriq video or da&a to
uadenerved areas. Such data transmission could provide for reliable electroDic mail, telephoae, iate~Ktive personal compuCII"based inscnactioa md. l&udeot serv.iccs (such as cm·liDc admissioas. regisaation or c;ounseling) bctwMD eslablisbed Cllllp\llel aad
remote loc:a&ioas.

3. Operated ia cansultatioa betwem lll..Jix of the slate's public higher educalioa inslitutiona. "Ibis propoal joiu lbe
of aJl six of lhe s&a&e's four-year public bighct education .imtiaations to provide aaw clua ID uadenelved areu. The
fcnu- year iDilitwiOIUI will caorcUaar. the IC&demic progi'UDI aad Nhanl devdopmlllt of tho I)'SIIIIl lbroup dl8 IDIIn:oUqiar.e
Council of Academic Officers (ICAO).
I'CiOUrC8I

4. Communities s.w.L Capacity of tbo b.ckboae WoUld he expanded to 90 dipcal channels. Clpacity of lbe CQDUCCivjty to
CICh loc:alioA would be by 28 digical cbaaDcls. n. propoul will expaad aad enh..,... iallelactfvo lllecommuaic:.al:iou lm'icc a&
dleM locatioas CWTCDdy seJVed by WHETS and linJcccl microwave systems:
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Locatioas Served
Boeins (R.eDton)
Bremertoa•
Ccmtral WuhiJlilOil Ulliversicy (Eileasburg)
Clark College (WSU Vancouver)
DeKODea Hospital (SpakaDe)
Euwn Walbiqton University (Cb=e.y)•
Iotercollesiara Cll' for Nursina Educ:atioa (Spokaao)
Irripced Agriculture .Researcb 111d
&tenaioa CeAcer (Pro••cr)•
Lower Columbia Collece (KelJo-loDJView)•
Lynnwood•
OakHatbo...

Po11 Angeles*
Seattle Cenb'll Community College
SeaTac*
Spokane Interwlleeiate ~h wl Technology
Institute (WSU, EWU, Spokane Comm. Colleges,
Whicworth College, Gonzaga Univ.)

'Ihe EveqrRCA Sw. Co1lege (Olympia)•

TESC Tacoma Ce...,u•
Uoivenity ofWubiD1toa (Bo&Mll)•
Uaiversity ofWubillstoa (Seattle)
Uaivenity of Waslaill1tcm (facoma)•
Washington State UDiversity (PullmaD.)
Wubiqtoll Sw. Uaivenity Spokane
Washiqton Srate UDivenicy Tri·Cities
Wasbiaglml State Ulli\'ersity V&DCOUVU
Wenatchee Valley CoiiiiiiUDity College
Watcm Wuhiapm 1leMan:h arad
Exrea.ion Calc. (1'\lyallup)*
Watem WuhiDgiDil University (Bcllingwn)*
Yakima Valley CoiiUIIUD.ity College

• New Loc:ationa

Summary of Estimated Costs

Badcbone costs or total 5)'Stan

Phase I Electronic Classroom Costs
Total estimated capital constnaction
Systans operating costs (6 mo. iMW~"I Jan. 1"1)
Campus opentina costs (6 mo. becinnine Jan. JJ97)
Total estimated construction budget

S%1,000,000
8.550.000
2f,5SO,OOO

1,050,000
430.000

1,380,000

Program devdopment is each campus's responsibility
Estimated first phase electroaic dassroom cost by institution. (5300,000 ror construction,
SlSO,OOO for connedivit1 per clalsroom)

The Evergreen State College classrooms in Tacoma. Olympia
Westera Washi111ton Univ~ity classroms ia Port ADgeles, Bremertcm. Seattle
Central Washington Unifti'Sity cl&lsrooiDI in SeaTac. L)'Dilwood, Yakima, Elleasburg
Washington State Univenity classrooms iD Kelso/Loagview, Puyallup, Prosier, Vaacouver, Pullmaa
URivenity of Washington classrooms in Bothell, Seaule, Tacoma

Eastsn Washinaton Univ~ity classroms iD Spokane, Cheuey
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

RECEIVED

OCT 1 U l~~J
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE

Vice President for Business and Financial Affairs

October 9, 1995

Ms. Sue Crystal, Executive Coordinator
Governor's Higher Education Task Force
300 Insurance Building
Olympia WA 98504
Dear Ms. Crystal:
In response to Mr. King's letter of September 27, Central Washington University submits
the following regarding available capacity. Also, as you, requested, the contact person for
follow up will be Mr. Duane Skeen (509-963-1888).

)

If you have questions, please let us know.

-courtney S. Jone
Vice President I
Business & Financial Affairs
c:

President Nelson
Provost Moore
Mr. Skeen

400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg, WA 98926-7481 • 509-963-2323 • SCAN 453-2323 • FAX 509-963-1623
EEO/AA/TITlE IX INSTITUTION • TOO 509-963-3323

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY'S
MAXIMUM STUDENT CAPACITY IN
INSTRUCTIONAL FACILILITIES
Introduction
Central Washington University's student capacity in instructional
facilities is concentrated primarily on the Ellensburg campus.
The remaining capacity is in extended degree centers located
adjacent to Edmonds community College (Lynnwood center), in the
City of seaTac (SeaTac Center), on the campus of Pierce College
(Steilacoom Center), on the campus of Yakima Valley Community
College (Yakima Center) and the campus of wenatchee Valley
College (Wenatchee Center). The capacity data cited herein
focuses on full utilization of the facilities in these respective
locations from 8:00 AM thru 10£00 PM each weekday and from 8:00
AM thru 5:00 PM Saturdays throughout each quarter of the academic
year.

.

It is important to understand that while adding full evening and
partial weekend builaing utilization to the Ellensburg campus
substantially increases student capacity, it also increases
building operating costs. It means also that additional faculty
and staff must be employed to conduct a "second shift" of
teaching operations. These matters are ad~ressed in the
subsequent assumptions. The university stands ready to utilize
its campus facilities to the greatest extent possible to serve an
increased student enrollment, but it cannot do so without
additional funding necessary to support expanded operations.
The requested capacity data is contained in Sections A through E
of this report. Section A addresses maximum capacity on the
Ellensburg campus, Section B maximum capacity at the extended
degree centers and Section c, summer quarter. Section D
summarizes the previous sections' maximum capacity figures and
also includes figures on optimal capacity at all locations.
Capacity Computation Methodology
Two methods were used to determine student capacity of
instructional facilities.
1.

Classroom utilization standards and capacity formuli
contained in the Facilities Evaluation and Planning Guide
for four year colleges and universities within Washington
State.

2.

Actual experience with enrollments and available leased
facilities serving Cent.ral' s extended degree centers.

1

A.

EJ.I.ENSBURG CAMPUS STUDENT CAPACITY

(Fall, Winter and Spring Quarters)
Assumptions
1.
A September 1995 University of
"Access to Higher Education in
Implications for state Policy"
headcount students in the year

Washington study titled
the State of Washington:
projects CWU at 11,127
2000.

2.

The current percentage distribution of on-campus to offcampus students (86.5% on-campus, 13.5% off-campus) applies
to the UW's projected institutional enrollment data. This
would place Central's headcount on-campus enrollment at
9,625 in the year 2000. The figure will increase beyond
10,000 in the ensuing years.

3.

Major capital projects sought in Central's ten year
capital plan for the Ellensburg campus will enable the
institution to accommodate enrollment levels beyond
that forecast in the uw study. However, their primary
purpose will be to remodel or replace thirty year and
older facilities now incapable of fully serving
present and future programs and enrollments.

4.

The enrollment impact from weekend and evening building use
shown in capacity groups II and III below will require
additional funding for building maintenance and
operating costs (heat, water and electricity).

5.

Evening and weekend operations will be designed primarily
for groups of students which progress through specific
degree programs on a cohort basis. Capacity enrollment
in these operations in conjunction with that during the
day will require the employment of approximately 305
additional fulltime equivalent faculty.

6. ·

The combination of existing buildings and those newly
funded (Science Facility and Black Hall) will provide
sufficient laboratory and classroom capacity for the
enrollments detailed in _groups I, II and III below.
However, construction of additional offices will be
necessary for faculty teaching evening and weekend
students.

student Capscity Groups
FTE
9,053

HDCT
9,596

II. WEEKDAYS (M-F, 7-10)

3,015

3,196

III. WEEKENDS (SAT, 8-5)
Combined Capacity

1,809
13,877

1,917
14.709

I.

WEEKDAYS (M-F,S-5)

*

2

*

Capacity data is based on existing instructional space
plus that funded for construction in the Science and
Black Hall projects. The present daytime weekday
capacity on the Ellensburg campus without the new
construction is 8,470 FTE.
B~

EXTENDED DEGREE CENTERS' STUDENT CAPACITIES

(Fall, Winter and Sprinq Quarters)
Assumptions
1.
Available space at the Pierce and Yakima centers limits
their capacity to present enrollments. The Lynnwood
and SeaTac Centers could accommodate additional
students within their leased facilities~
2.

3.

The lease expiration dates at each of the centers
precludes developing meaningful current capacity data
for anything other than the respective lease period~.
Lease expiration dates:.
Lynnwood- June, 1997
·
SeaTacJune, 1999
Steilcoom-June, 1996
YakimaJune, 1996
Wenatchee June, 2000
No major curriculum changes are forecast for the centers.
The Wenatchee Center is in the early stage of development
with curriculum and course enrollments being established.

Present Capacities by Degree Center
Capacity
FTE
m

Lynnwood Center
SeaTac Center
Steilacoom Center
Yakima Center
Wenatchee Center
Combined Capacity

C~

429
770
80
84
117
1,480

550
1,000
106
107
150
1,913

SUMMER CAPACITY

Assumpti9ns
1.
Full use of instructional facilities on the Ellensburg
campus and the degree centers during summer quarter
could significantly increase the GRAND TOTAL capacity
figures shown in Section D below. The amount of
increase is dependent on how effectively scheduled
courses could be coordinated with accredited summer
workshops and special conferences; and whether Summer
School programs are supported by State funding.
3

D.

,•

MAXIMUM CAPACITY SUMMARY AND OPTIMAL CAPACITIES

(Fall, Winter and Spring Quarters)
Maximum Capacity
Maximum
Campus
Capacity-FTEs
Ellensburg Campus
13,877
Lynnwood Center
429
SeaTac Center
770
Steilacoom Center
80
Yakima Center
84
Wenatchee Center
117
GRAHD

TOTAL

15,357

Maximum
CapacityHeadcount
14,709
550
1,000
106
107
150
16,622

Optimal Capacities

)

Assumptions
1.
Optimal capacity for the Ellensburg campus is based on what
Central believes it can best accommodate on the basis
of overall -program offerings, maintaining a high
quality comprehensive-regional university with
essential student services and the physical
,
capabilities of the present campus including potential
sites for proposed construction projects, student
residence facilities and student parking.
2.

Proposed capital projects on community college campuses
for the five extended centers are expected to, at a
minimum, triple their current capacity and
provide stable accommodations for the future •

Campus
Ellensburg Campus
Lynnwood Center
SeaTac Center
Steilacoom Center
Yakima Center
Wenatchee Center

12,000
1,287
2,310
240
252
351

12,720
1,650
4,212
318
321
450

16,440

19,671

GRAND

**

.

Optimal
**FTE

TOTAL

Optimal
**Headcount

Assumes future funding of major new construction at each
of the five centers.

Office of the Provost
October 6, 1995
4
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Vice President for Business and Financial Affairs

October 10,

1~95

·RECEiVED

OCI 1 U -,~:;J
Mike Bigelow
Office of Financial Management
300 Insurance Bldg
Olympia WA 98504~3113

PRESIDENT'S OFFICE

Dear Mike:
When I received your letter of October 5 I had already responded to Ms. Crystal. As .
stated, we feel the "optimal capacity" for the off campus centers should be. as shown in
the response (ie, Lynwood Center- 1287 FTE), but that level would require additional
facilities there. The maximum current capacity f~r the off-campus centers is as shown on
the top of that page (e.g., Lynwood Center- 429 FTE).
.

Courtney S. Jones, Vi e President
Business & Financial ffairs

cwu
c:

President Nelson
Provost Moore
Ms. Crystal, OFM
Mr. Skeen
Ms. Teal, .COP

400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg, WA 98926-7481 • 509-963-2323 • SCAN 453-2323 • FAX 509-963-1623
EEO/AAITITLE IX INSTITUTION • TOO 509-963-3323

r' '

Revision of HECB enrollment projections
October 31, 1995
Average Annual FTE
Ellensburg campus:
Capacity
Vision Mix
(Based on class standing)
Off-Campus Centers:
Lynnwood Center:
Capacity
Vision Mix
Seatac Center:
Capacity
Vision Mix
Steilacoom Center:
Capacity
Vision Mix

LD

UD

Grad

4680
39.0%

5880
49.0%

1440
12.0%

Total
8500
12000
100. CJ%

950
' 90.0%

106
10.0%

429
1056
100.0%

934
90.0%

104
10.0%

770
1038
100.0%.
80
2"31
100.0%

231
100.0%

)
Yakima Center:
Capacity
Vision Mix
Wenatchee Center:
Capacity
Vision Mix
file:hecbenrl

J .

245
95.0%

13
5.0%

84
258
100.0%

245
95.0%

13
5.0%

117
258
100.0%

The State's institutions of higher education are dri rs o innoVa.tion and
opportunity - generating the ideas that ~reate and renew companies and that educate
students to take advantage of these opportunities. Support for this process comes
not only from the state but the larger share for research support is from other
·
governmental and private sources.
Those concerned with research and technology transfer such as the
Washington Research Foundation (the ''Foundation") are very concerned that certain
provisions in the 1994 State Ethics Law (the "94 Actu) will have an unintended but
nevertheless dramatic and adverse impact on research grants and contracts and
related economic development and technology transfer from universities in
Washington. These provisions in the Act, if not amended, will hurt recruitment and
retention of key personnel for the State's universities. The National Science
Foundation and the Department ofHealth and ,Human Services have recently
adopted new rules (effective October 1, 1995) concerirlng disclosure and monitoring
of research grants and contracts where there is a potential for conflictiitg interests.
The approach in the Act is inconsistent with that taken in these recently adopted
National Science Foundation and Health and Human Services rules and policies.
Intellectual property is a natural byproduct of all institutions of higher
education, ·particularly major research universities. Washington is fortunate to have
a number of institutions with ex~ellent national reputations which have been very
productive in developing intellectual property. Encouragement, development,
protection and exploitation of this intellectual property is important to the future of
the State, the development ofhigh technology industries, creation ofhigh quality
jobs and enhancement of quality of life in the State~ The State universities play a
major role in the economic health and growth of the State; for example, the
University ofWashington (''UW~') has more than 16,000 employees and
expenditures of$1.6 billion year (less than one-quarter ofwhich comes from the
State). These inStitutions are major sources of innovation. The UW, for instance, is
highly regarded in many :fields as demonstrated by four Nobel Prize winners in the
past ten years. It is first among th~ nation's public universities and second among all
universities (public and private) in federal grants and contracts. These institutions
serve as powerful agents for creating new technologies and new companies; the

- 1-

last few years with substantial national input and. strived to make provisions
consistent to ease administrative burdens. The final NSF and DHHS rules and
policies require institutions ofbigher education to adopt strict disclosure
requirements for research personnel with ."significant financial interests"
to
develop addition~ eDforcement and monitoring mechaniSms. The impact of the '94
Act prohibition approach, however, severely limits faculty participation in such
activities. It does not appear that the drafters of the Act intended for Washington .to
take a different approach than the NSF to potential conflicts in research contracts
and grants, nor to put the State's institutions at a disadvantage to those in other
s~tes. Without adjustment to parallel the NSF and DHHS approac~ the Act will
impede development of intellectual property at our universities, will reduce the
revenue streams to the universities from such intellectual property, will decrease
individual incentive, and will adversely affect recruitment and retention of high
quality faculty . The State institutions will have to adopt the NSF and DHHS
requirements in any event to continue to qualifY for such ftmding. Having additional
requirements under the Act is unduly bmdensome. Other states will have their
research institutions and faculty governed by the NSF disclosure and monitoring
approach which will give them significant competitive advantages.

and

Amendments to the '94 Act which reflect and adopt the NSF disclosure and
regulation approach will address the legitimate concerns over potential conflicts of
interest and continue the intent ofthe Act without adversely affecting economic
development and administration of the intellectual property by the State's colleges
and universities.
There are other provisions in the '94 Act which need to be addressed
regarding the unintended impact on technology transfer and economic development
and enhancement of the State's higher education institutions. For example, the
definition of "gifts" and prohibition on receipt by State employees would appear to
prohibit a UW or WSU faculty member from receiving the Nobel Prize for their
remain on the university staff.
scholarly work

and

The '94 Act prolribits employment or professional activity that "might
reason~bly be expected to involve disclosure of confidential information acquired by
reason of State employees' official position". Obviously, researchers working with
licensees of university technology need to share confidential information with
.J:ICICCI08855-IIJ.IIetNle01GS.OOC
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55th Legislature

State of Washington

1996 Regular Sessi.-,n

By ______________

Read first time

1

- - - -·

Referred to Committee

----~------------

2

AN ACT Relating to ethics in public service; and amending RCW 42.52.010, .020, .030,
.050, .120, and .160.

3

BE IT ENACTED BY TIIE LEGISLATPRE OF THE STATE OF W AS:Hrn"GTON:

4

Sec. 1. RCW 42.52:010 and c 154 s. 101 are each amended to read as follows:

5

Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section apply

"')
7

throughout this chapter.
( 1)

11

Agency.. means any state board, corrunission, bureau, committee,

departmen~

8

institution, division, or tribunal in the legislative, executive, or judicial branch of state

9

government.

"Agency" includes all elective officeS, the state legislature, those institutions of

10

higher education created and supported by the state government, and tho_se courts that are parts

11

of. state government.

12

(2)

11

.

Head ofagency 11 means the chief" executive officer of an agency. In the case of an
bo~d,

13

agency headed by a commission,

14

natural person, agency head means the person or board authorized to appoint agency employees

15

and regulate their conduct.

16

(3)

committee, or other body consisting of more than one

"Assist" means to act, or offer or agree to act, in such a way as to help, aici, advise,

17

furnish information to, or othern- ise provide assistance to another person, believing that the action

18

is ofhelp, aid, advice, or assistan.:e to the person and with intent so to assist such person.

""_)

DRAFT 10/10/95

p. 1

HB _ __

1

an official capacity.

~

As used in this subsection, "reasonable expenses" are limited to travel,

lodging, and subsistence expenses incurred the day before through the day after the event;

3

(e)

Items a state officer or state employee is authorized by law to accept; _

4

(f)

Payment of enrollment and course fees and reasonable travel expenses

5

attributable to attending seminars ?nd educ~tiona.l programs sponso~d by a bona fide nonprofit

6

professional, educational, or trade association, o:.: charitable institution.

7

subsection, "re~sonable expensesn are limited to travel, lodging, and subsistence expenses incurred

8

the day before through the day after the event;

9

(g)

10

As used in this

ttems returned by the recipient to the donor within thirty days of receipt or

donated to a charitable organization within thirty days uf receipt;

11

(h)

Campaign contributions repC?rted under c~apter 42.17 RCW; ((afHi))

12

(i)

Discounts available to

an

individual as a member of an employee group,

occupation, or similar broad-based group({~)): anfi

13

(j)

14
15

Awards. prizes. and scholarships in recognition of academic or scientific

achievement.

)

((~))1l!.l

17

Honorarium" means money or thing of value offered to a state officer or
·.
suite employee for a speech, appearance, article, or similar item or activity in"connection with the

18

state officers or state employee's official role.

.LO

19

02)

11

"Official duty" means those duties within the specific scope of employment of the

state.officer or state erriployee as defined by the officers or employee's agency.

20
21

({(-H:-1))1l.J.l

"Participate" means to participate in state action or a proceeding personally

22

and substantially as a state officer or state employee, through approval, disapproval, decision,

23

recommendation, the rendering of ~dvice, investigation, or otherwise but does no~ include.

24

preparation, consideration, or enactment oflegislation or the perfonnance of legislative duties.
({~)).i.l..11

25

26

"Person" m~ns ~y individual, partnership, association, corporation, finn,

institution, or other entity, whether or not

\

,J
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1

)2
3

(a)

"Thing of economic value, •• in addition to its ordinary meaning, includes:
A loan, property interest, interest in a contract or other chose in action, and

, employment or another arrangement involving a right to compensati~Jn;
o~tiOI;

4

(b)

An option, irrespective ofthe conditions to the exercise of the

5

(c)

A promise or undertaking for the present or future delivery or

6
7

and

procurement.
((~))...(lli

(a)

••Transaction involving the state11 means a proceeding, application,

8

subntission, request for a ruling or other determination, contract, claim, case, or other similar

9

matter that the state officer, state employee, or former state officer or state employee in question

10

believes, or has reason to believe:

11

(i)

Is, or will be, the subject of state action; or

12

(ii)

Is one to which the state-is or will be a party; or

13

(iii)

Is one in which the state has a direct and substantial proprietary

14

15

interest.
(b)

"Transaction involving the state" does not include the following:

Preparation, consideration, or enactment of legislation, including appropriation ofmoneys in a

-)
17

budget, or the performance oflegislative duties by an officer or employee; or a claim, case,

18

lawsuit, or similar matter if the officer or employee did not participate in the underlying

19

transaction involving the state that is the basis for the claim, case, or lawsuit.

)
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rr

panel for governmental or non-profit ~ntities. or from any activitY which would be pennitted
under subsection (2) above.

3

Sec. 4. RCW 42.52.040 and c 154 s. 104 are each amended to read as follo~s:

4

(1)

Except in the course of official duties or incident to official duties, no state officer

5

or state employee may assist another person, directly or indirectly, whether or not for

6

compensation, in a transaction involving the state:

7

(a)

In which the state officer or state employee has at any time participated; or

8

(b)

If the transaction involving the state is or has been under the official

9

responsibility of the state officer or state employee within a period of two years preceding such

10

assistance.

11

(2)

No state officer or state employee may share in compensation received by another

12

for assistance that the officer or -employee is prohibited from providing under subsection (1) or (3)

13

of this section.

14
15

)
17

18

(3)

A business entity ofwhich a state officer or state employee is a partner, managing

officer, or employee shall not assist another person in a transaction involving the state if the state
officer or state employee is prohibited from doing so by subsection (1) ofthis section.
(4)-

This chapter does not prevent a state officer or state employee from assisting, in a

transaction involving the state:

19

(a)

The state officers or state employee's parent, spouse, or child, or a child

20

thereof for whom the officer or employee is serving as guardian, executor, administrator, trustee,

21

or·. other personal fiduciary, if the 'state officer or state employee did not participate in the

22

transaction; or

23
24

(b)

Another state employee involved m disciplinary or other personnel

administration proceedings.

25

Sec. 5. RCW 42.52.050 and c 154 s. 105 are each amended to read as follows:

26

(1)

27

No state officer or state. employee may accept eHployment or engage in any

business or professional activity that the officer or employee mir,ht reasonably expect would

DRAFT 10/10/95
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1

-

(a)

The contract or grant is bona fide and actually performed;

(b)

The performance or administration of the contract or grant is not within the

3

course of the officers or employee's official duties, or is

4

official supervision;

(c)

5

~ot

under the officers

~r emplo~ee's

The performance of the contract or grant is not prohibited by

6

RCW 42.52.040 or by applicable laws or rules governing outside employ'rnent for the officer or.

7

employee;

8

(d)

9

person from whom such officer or employee would be prohibited by RCW 42.52.150(4) from

10

receiving a gift;

11

(e)

13

(f)

14

(2)

)

19
20

The contract or grant would not require , unauthorized disclosure of

confidential information.

15

18

The contract or grant is not one expressly created or authorized by the

officer or empl9yee in his or her official capacity or by his or her asency;

12

17

The contract or grant is neither performed for nor compensated by any

In addition to satisfYing the requirements of subsection (1) of this section, a state

officer or state employee may have a beneficial interest in a grant or contract with a state agency
only if
(a)

The contract or grant is awarded or issued as a result of an open and

competitive bidding process in which more than one bid or grant application was received; or
(b)

The contract or grant is awarded or issued as a result of an open and

21

competitive bidding or selection process in which the officer's or employee's bid or proposal was

22

the only bid or propoJal received and the officer or employee· has been advised by the appropriate

23

ethics board. before execution ofthe contract or grant, that the contract or grant would not be in

24

conflict with the proper discharge ofthe officer's or employee's official dutiest-ef'

25

26

(c)

The process for awarding the contract or issuing the gtant is not open and

competitive, but the oflcer or employee has been advised by the appropriate ethics board that the

DRAFT 10/10/95
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j

2

{3)

The appropriate ethics boards

may adopt rules providing exceptions to this se-..'"tion

for occasional use of the state officer or state employee, of de minimis coSt and value, if the
activity does not result in interference with the proper perfo:nnarice of official~ d~ties.

•
---~---
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Office of the Provost I Vice President
for Academic Affairs

August 22, 1995

Hugh Spall, Chair
Faculty Senate
Central Washington University
Dear Professor Spall:
Attached is a copy of a letter from Professor Meghan Miller in which she recommends
changing the point at which we require students to declare majors. Her proposal and the
general issue were di scussed by the Deans' Council and all agreed that it's time to
reconsider the present policy that places the requirement at 110 credits.
It was the consensus of the members that students should be making the decision about
majors earlier in their college careers, though there was not agreement on how early.
Some expressed the belief that students should declare their majors at the time of
admission, and some members thought it should be done by the end of the first quarter
after transfer. I believe it would be accurate to say that everyone on the Council
believes students should be required to declare a major as early as possible, considering
what is best for the students and the University, but certainly by ninety credits.
Please have the appropriate Senate committee consider Professor Miller's proposal in
light of the Council members reactions. If a change is going to be made in the policy it
ought to be effective for publication in the new edition of the catalog, Fall 1996.
Sincerely,

'\]:11-t,
Thomas D. Moore
Provost/Vice President for Academic Mfairs
/nib
Attachment
cc:

Donald M. Schliesman
M. Meghan Miller
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May 24, 1994

To:

Dr. Tom Moore
Provost

From:

Meghan Miller
Chair, Geology

Subject:

(

nnL /n~

'/ /

A proposal for earlier declaration of major

Recent progress has been made in getting students to declare a major. This progress
has strongly enhanced our ability to advise majors in a timely and effective way. More
needs to be done in this regard, especially in light of recent time-to-degree legislation.
Don Schleisman recommended that I direct this recommendation to you.
In Geology, if we can advise students in the major before they begin the first quarter
of their junior year, we can offer them the chance to graduate with a B. Sc. by the end of
their fourth year. (The assumes that they are at least ready to enter the pre-calculus
sequence at that time. Exceptions, while common, pose a remedial math problem that we
are trying to address. in other ways.) (f we don't get to advise students until half way
through their junior year (which 110 credits implies), then there is little we can do in light
of two ye'JI core course squencing required by our curriculum. We have minimized
prerequisites wherever possible, but many major courses require sequencing if we are to
help students become scientists in this already sho.~ two-year time interval.
I propose that the hold on registration for undeclared students be moved up to 90
credits. That way, we can give the chance of four-year graduation to students in a much
broader spectrum of academic fields. The problem of large numbers of transfer students
has been used as an argument against such early declaration. Declaration is non-binding,
however, and we are doing the students a great service if we can get them to grapple
sooner with the scheduling limitations for whatever field they choose. If transfer students
who arrive with an AA must seek a major department immediately, they will get effective
input e'Jilier in their course of study. This is absolutely critical to meeting the four year
graduation guideline. Since these students come in with their General Education
requirement met, they gain little by waiting two quarters before coming to grips with
selecting a major.
Any progress towards lowering the credit limit requiring major declaration will help
us give the students the widest variety of academic choices within the guideline of time to
degree. Thank-you for your consideration.
c: Robert Brown, Dean of CLAS

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Faculty Senate
November 30, 1995
Thomas Moore
Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs
Central Washington University

Campus

Dear Provost Moore:
At its meeting on November 29, 1995, the Faculty Senate approved the following academic policy change concerning
"application for major," as recommend by the Senate Academic Affairs Committee:

A
B.
C.

APPLICATION FOR MAJOR
Students must declare a major prior to accumulating 100 credits [currently 110 credits is the
level].
Students who have not declared a major prior to 100 credits will be given last registration
priority during pre-registration.
Departments which have major requirements which prohibit declaring a major at 100 credits
or sooner must request pre-major codes from the Registrar's office and establish pre-major
advising.

AppUcation for Malor (pg. 29, 1994-96 University Catalog)
"As a student progresses, identification with a major program of studies becomes more important to effective
advising. Students are required to apply for admission to the program in which they want to major. Application forms
are available in department offices. After completing the form, submit it to the department office which administers the
major.
Students who have earned +W-lOQ. or more credits and who have not applied for majors will be given last
registration prioritv during pre-registration eat he flaRBll1aEI ta r-ef;ietar fer al:aeses I:IBt:il the)· eMbaHt a aemplated repe!t
ef f1F8 IBBjer 8Eh<ifiieg te !he emee ef !he regietf.af ieelie&tieg !hat they M 'IB aiee\!BeaEI 8 IBBj er with 8 fae~t,· eEh~eer.
Sffiaee!B wke Btt't'e 88ftled 130 er !B:ef8 eteEHIB wtil: Bet ee J*lf'i'Bit!aEI te r-egister tmtil lh~· s111:lmit 8:8 aweal f'eF e!leept!&B
t e 8e&eemie peti~·. The 8flpeal IB!:Illt enpl:aie wh~· a st\iaeat has eet a~liaEI fer a tBS.jer a:ed m\tflt be apprevee by the

EieEIB efaeaElemie eervieee. FeR'RB life a·,rai:lable !hrea§h aeeElemie senciaee ie MiteaelH~. •
[Attn: University Catalog editor - The Academic Affairs Committee recommends adding text to the
"Application for Major" section of the catalog which conveys this intent to students and others, but the Committee does
not recommend what that wording should be.]
Sincerely,

~~~
Faculty Senate
c:

·

Deans' Council members
Meghan Miller, Geology (7418)
Charles McGehee, Sociology [Chair, Academic Affairs Committee] (7545)
Carolyn Wells, Registrar (7465)
Ivory Nelson, President (7501)

sft
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Faculty Senate

November 30, 1995
Thomas Moore
Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs
Central Washington University
Campus
Dear Provost Moore:
At its meeting on November 29, 1995, the Facu1ty Senate approved the following curricu1ar policy
change, as recommended by the DARS Policy Committee and the Senate Curricu1um Committee,
in order to encourage consistency in the hierarchical naming structure of majors:
HIERARCHICAL NAMING STRUCfURE OF MAJORS
The Facu1ty Senate Curricu1um Committee recommends:
1.
A university-wide renaming of the hierarchical naming system of majors using the following
structure:

MAJOR
SPECIALiiATION (combines specializations, options, .Plans, concentrations,
emphases and tracks)
EMPHASIS (for those specializations that have a subset of courses from which
to choose)
Offer options only if the option is for internal use, i.e. it is not printed on the student's
transcript and has no effect on the major (an example is the option available to teaching
majors).
2.

Provide meaning to all specializations by giving them identifiable names. This name would
appear on the student's transcript as a specializatioiL

Sincerely,

~
Faculty Senate
c:

Deans' Council members
Ivory Nelson, President (7501)
Carolyn Wells, Registrar (7465)
Clara Richardson, Accounting (7484)

sft
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Faculty Senate

November 30, 1995
Thomas Moore
Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs
Central Washington University
Campus
Dear Provost Moore:
At its meeting on November 29, 1995, the Faculty Senate approved the Degree Audit Reporting
System (DARS) Policy. The Senate amended the policy as recommended by the Academic Affairs
and Curriculum Committees, as follows: #5. "Witli die Detlft's ~~Feval; EID~artment charrs are
free to activate reserve courses or programs annually... "

DEGREE AUDI:r REPORTING SYSTEM (OARS) POLICY PROPOSAL
1.

Effective Fall Quarter 1996, the Official Electronic Catalog (OEC) will become the
University's compilation for all curriculum. The OEC will serve as the basis for major,
minor, and program requirements for the degree audit system for that academic year. The
OEC will include all the changes which met the appropriate deadlines for approval the
previous year. All catalog changes will be treated in the same manner.

In order to included in the Fall Official Electronic Catalog, curriculum changes must receive
final approval no later than March 1. The OEC will be frozen on March 15.
In the years when a "hardcopy catalog is produced, its publication will take place
immediately following the freezing of the OEC for that year. (The hardcopy catalog will be
available to the public approximately June 15. A print catalog based on the OEC frozen for
Fall1998 would be dated 1998-2000.)
2.

Undergraduate catalogs are valid for five years. A student should expect to complete
General Edut;ation requirements as listed in the OEC current at the time of first enrollment
at either Central Washington University or a community college in the State of Washington
(provided he or she transfers directly to CWU from the community college and has not
attended another four year institution). The student should also expect to meet the specific
requirements of the departments for majors and minors in the OEC current at the time he or
she is accepted by the department into the major or minor program.

Barge 409 • 400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg , WA 98926-7509 • 509-963-3231 • SCAN 453-3231 • FAX 509-963-3206
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DARS Policy
November 30, 1995

Pagel

3.

If the student does not enroll for two or more consecutive quarters at Central Washington
University (excluding summer), he or she will be required to reactivate his or her major
status. Reactivation must be done with the concurrence of the department and in accordance
with department and OEC requirements current ~t the time of readmission.

4.

Department chairs will notify students that they are bound by the major requirements which
became effective with the Fall OEC for the academic year in which they are accepted into
their major.

5.

Department chairs are free to activate reserve courses or programs annually. A request for
reinstatement must be submitted on a reinstatement form to the Office of the Registrar
stating the year the course or program was put on reserve along with a copy of the approved
course or program description to be re-entered into the next OEC. Courses and/or programs
may be held in reserve for a maximum of three academic years.

6.

An eight year moratorium will be set on reusing course numbers and names.

7.

These policies will be reviewed by the Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee the year
following implementation.

Sincerely,

(~~~
Hugh Spall, Chair
Faculty Senate

c:

sft

Deans' Council Members
Carolyn Wells, Registrar (7465)
Ivory Nelson, President (7501)
Charles McGehee, Sociology (Chair/Academic Affairs Committee) (7545)
Clara Richardson, Accounting (Chair/Curriculum Committee) (7484)
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Faculty Senate

November 30, 1995
Thomas Moore
Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs
Central Washington University
Campus
Dear Provost Moore:
At its meeting on November 29, 1995, the Faculty Senate approved the following changes to the
"Curriculwn Planning and Procedures" guide:
General Principles [page 3, paragraph 1]

Effective fall quarter 1996. the Official Electronic Catalog is the University's authoritative
compilation for all curriculum.
All course and program changes, additions and deletions will be considered in terms of their
effect upon the academic mission. ..

*****
PROCEDURES FOR CURRICULUM CHANGE [pages 5-6]
5.

lR most e~es, ehaages are implemented at th:e begir...-Hag of the quarter after llf'PFO"t"ft:l.
Curriculwn changes may be implemented as follows: (a) in cases requiring Senate
approval, as soon as they appear in the published minutes of the Senate, unless approval
of the Board of Trustees and the Higher Education Coordinating Board is required, or (b)
in all other cases, on the Proposed Approval Date as indicated on the Curriculwn
Summary Log (provided no objections have been made).
Changes must be implemented no later than their publication in the public docwnent
appropriate to the action. Examples of such docwnents are the ~Rffied Uat't'eFSity
Cete:log, th:e eleetrome ettta!og, Official Electronic Catalog. the quarterly Class Schedule,
and the course change sheet distributed at registration. These publications shall reflect
changes at the earliest opportunity.
Curriculum policy changes shall not be applied retroactively.
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CURRICULUM PLANNING & PROCEDURES
November 30, 1995

6.

Page 2

In order for changes to be incorporated into the ttpeemiftg tmi·1eFsity eataleg Fall Official

Electronic Catalog. approved proposals must reach the Dean of Graduate Studies and
Research or the Registrar by Jftftttaty 15 efthe yea:r efpttbHeatien March 15.

••••••
Guidelines for Writine Program and Course Descriptions for the University Cataloe [pg. 6]

The following structure is used for naming majors:
MAJOR
SPECIALIZATION
EMPHASIS
Options are used only for internal use. not printed on the student's transcript and have no effect
on the major.
All specializations and emphases should have names which have meaning to persons reading the
student's transcript.

=Htese The following guidelines are used with curriculum transmittal forms ...

*****
CURRICULUM RULES [pages 7-8]
1.

Course numbering system:
Year
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Graduate

Initial digit
100 thfet:tgh 199 1
200 thfettgh 299 .f.
300 thfettgh 3991
400 threttgh 499 i
500 t:hreligh 700 ~

Courses should be numbered according to common fields of interest (i.e., Literature, Bird
Study, Tests and Measurements, etc.). Advanced courses should have the same last two
numbers as beginning courses. Sequence courses covering allied subject matter should
be numbered sequentially.
Course numbers are usually 3 digits. However. when necessa.I)' for logical ordering. a
fourth digit may be added. e.g.. BISC 3771. BISC 3772.

'
I

.

I

CURRICULUM PLANNING & PROCEDURES
November 30, 1995

Page 3

The basic numbering system, both as it applies to the institution as a whole and to the
grouping within subject fields, should be followed:
Second and third digits
EBEling iB 01 to 09
&ding in 10 to 89
EHding i:ft 90
EH<iiflg i:ft 91
&Eiiag ift 92 to 95
EHemg i:ft 96

EftEling in 97
&clffig in 98
EB:amg iB 99

Course No. 100
Course No. 500

Course No. 700

Description
Introduction to Broad Areas
Regular Department Courses
Cooperative Education
Workshops
Professional Laboratory Experiences, Practica, and
Field Experience
Individual Study. 1-6 credits. May be repeated if
subject is different.
Honors. 1-12 credits. Prerequisite, admission to
department honors program
Special Topics. 1-6 credits.
Seminar. 1-5 credits. May be repeated if subject is
different.
Courses for Which credit will not be counted toward
degree requirements.
Professional Development. 1-5 credits, which will
not be counted toward degree or certificate
requirements.
Thesis, Project and/or Examination. 1-6 credits.

An eight (8) year a Rc't'e year moratorium exists on course numbers. (Course numbers may not be
reused within a t\ve year an eight-year period after they have been deleted.)

2.

Lower and upper-division courses (100 te 400 le·rel eel:lfses initial digit. 1.2.3.4) ...

3.

Graduate courses (eel:lfses Hl:lffleered 500 te 700 initial digit 5.6.7) ...

9.

Workshops, Special Topics, Seminars (see Appendix C)

*****
Workshops (-91) are non-lecture courses which require students to research, develop,
present, and discuss projects and ideas. No more than eight credits can be applied to a
master's program Usually grade S/U.
Special Topics (-98) are courses offered on a trial basis and must meet standards applied
to regular courses.
Seminars (-99) are courses in which students meet to report on and discuss research.
Courses offered as (-91). ( -98). and (-99) are temporruy offerings. These numbers are

CURRICULUM PLANNING & PROCEDURES
November 30, 1995

Page 4

used to describe courses offered on an "experimental" basis. for topical issues. and for
"niche markets." Special topics and seminars may be converted to regular offerings with
regular (1 0 to 89) numbers. if desired.
Course proposals for workshops, special topics and seminars should be submitted on the
proposal form for approval by the appropriate individuals as identified on the form
(Appendix C). After final approval, the course may be offered for a period of three years.
Any subsequent offerings must be as a regular course, approved through the established
curriculum process.

*****
16.

Reserve courses [page 15- new section]
Courses/programs are put on reserve when they are not regularly scheduled course
offerings. Reasons for placing courses on reserve could include temporarv staffing
changes. anticipated accreditation changes. etc.
Courses or programs can remain on reserve for three (3) years. After three years. they
will be automatically deleted without special permission through the appropriate Chair to
extend the reserve status. Courses can be taken off reserve by filing a reserve
reinstatement form with the Office of the Registrar.

Please make the necessary changes in the electronic and printed versions of the guide.

Sincerely,

~
Faculty Senate

c:

sft

Deans' Council members
Carolyn Wells, Registrar (7465)
Clara Richardson, Accounting [Chair, Curriculum Committee] (7484)
Nancy Bradshaw, Provost's Office (7503)
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